
Broadway Corridor 
Steering Committee Meeting #8 
Prosper Portland, 222 NW Fifth Avenue, 1st Floor – Commission Conference Room 
Transit: MAX Green/Yellow/Orange lines near NW 5th and Couch; Bus lines nearby: 4/8/9/16/17/20/35/43/44/77 
November 28, 2017, 2:00 pm-5:00 pm 
 
MEETING PURPOSE 
The purpose of the meeting is for participants to get to know each other better, reflect on our work together to-date, 
and discuss what’s working and what isn’t in our process in order to prepare for engagement of the Committee in the 
next phase of work. 
 
MEETING DESIRED OUTCOMES 

• Reflect on our work together 
• Build a common sense of purpose around the successful redevelopment of the Broadway Corridor 
• An understanding of our next six months together 

 
SUMMARY MEETING NOTES 
 

1. Welcome: Zeke Smith opened the meeting by introducing the agenda and what will be covered during this 
meeting. The hope for this meeting is to get to know each other better, spend time on the time line, and give 
feedback on what’s working and what’s not.  
 
Jahmese led an exercise to center the group agreements asking Committee members to talk to each other about 
how they’ve put these agreements into the action in past meetings and what they’ll need to let go of in order to 
stay in agreements this meeting. 
 

2. Updates: Sarah Harpole, Project Manager, announced the following updates: 
1. The RFQ was released 11/8. Inquiries about the project should be directed to her.  
2. Lara Media has created a standalone website for the Broadway Corridor Project 

(www.broadwaycorridorpdx.com) and a social media campaign (@broadwaycorrpdx). Committee members 
were encouraged to submit their bios and photos and asked to participate in a short video interview about 
the project with Lara Media.  

3. Committee members are invited to a workshop led by EcoDistricts to discuss their observations and analysis 
on the Committee process thus far on January 11th from 3-5pm at Prosper Portland’s office. 

4. There will be a public forum for the developer candidates on February 27th from 5:30-8:30pm in place of the 
regular monthly meeting.  

5. Broadway Corridor in the news: Sarah clarified that we are committed to our process for the redevelopment 
of the site and that renderings of the site have been circulating in the media. 

6. A Committee member inquired about Prosper Portland’s recent audit. Kimberly Branam, Executive Director, 
explained the audit was focused on asset management and it concluded that Prosper Portland has some 
room for improvement especially on documenting and improving individual contracts. Prosper Portland is 
also in the process of implementing a new software by January to help solve some of these issues.  

 
Kimberly concluded by thanking Committee Members for providing their perspective and energy into the RFQ; 
there has been public enthusiasm for the project as a result of the diligent work. 
 

3.  Introductions and Icebreakers: Jahmese acknowledge that with the tight focus on the RFQ, Committee 
Members did not have the opportunity to properly meet each other and as the process advances, it is crucial to 
know and trust one another.  

 
Jahmese began by giving non-committee members the opportunity to introduce themselves and their reason for 
attending the meeting. 
 

http://www.broadwaycorridorpdx.com/


Jahmese then led the Committee Members in an exercise for members to get to know each other, sharing more 
about who they represent and what they hope to accomplish in the Committee.  
 

4. Steering Committee Timeline 
Sarah explained the timeline progress and walked through the topics for the next six months. She explained that 
the meetings will shift from the current format to reflect the new phase of work for the project as well as the 
pace of the project. Sarah then invited Committee Members to see the more detailed scope and timeline of 
work for the project in the adjacent room. 
 
Sarah then reminded Committee Members that their help in their areas of expertise is recognized and there will 
be emails sent out asking for help along the way. 
 
Discussion: 

o It was clarified that the public forum on February 27th will be more interactive as it is an opportunity for 
the Steering Committee and the general public to provide input.  

o To address the question on which takes authority, the development agreement or the Community 
Benefits Agreement (CBA), Jahmese clarified that they’d both be legally binding and the hope would be 
that they reflect each other without conflict. 

o There was dicussion regarding the timing of CBA negotiations relative to the development planning 
process and the level of information that needs to be known at various points in the process.  

5. Break: Zeke announced a 10 minute break 
 

6. Feedback on Process: What’s Working Well and What’s Not Working? 
Zeke provided the instructions for the next activity in which the Steering Committee would break into smaller 
groups to address key themes that were brought out to be of greatest concern when looking at feedback 
compiled from the Steering Committee: 
 

1. Balancing financial and community benefit expectations; how does my interest get reflected into the 
process? 

2. How do we do our work together and group dynamics? What is the feedback loop? 
3. Role/Authority of the Steering Committee within larger processes; how does my input influence the 

outcome? 

Groups reported out on the concerns and recommendations they discussed in their small groups (see compiled 
feedback document). 

7. Next Steps and Closing Remarks:  
Zeke announced that the next meeting is in January, so Committee Members have December off. He closed the 
meeting by reminding members to fill out feedback forms if there is something they would like to share or 
suggest.  
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THEME 1: BALANCING FINANCIAL AND COMMUNITY BENEFITS EXPECTATIONS; HOW DOES MY INTEREST GET 
REFLECTED INTO THE PROCESS? 
Main Concerns: 

• Operation of Committee is driven by “expert culture” 
• Not sharing details about development planning scope of work gives the appearance of intentional non-

transparency 
• CBA: Process is not transparent; how negotiable is it? How strongly does developer have to abide by it? 
• Concerned about removing benefits that are cost prohibitive 
• How will small businesses benefit from the project?  
• Need to recognize joint benefits; not zero sum gain 

 
Main Recommendations/Comments: 

• Priority is to have a transformative project at the site versus prioritizing the transfer of benefits outside the site 
• Would like to see Committee involvement in: tenanting/operating/programming space 
• Would like to work on/analyze an early framework for CBA priorities; early Steering Committee negotiations 

within small groups to get tangible input from experts vs emphasis on process. 
• Would like project to be quantified (community benefits and financial gains); need clear metrics while also 

recognizing metrics don’t work for all aspects of the project. 
• Would like a better understanding of the developer’s role in the CBA negotiation process 
• More CBA communication 
• Need more specific parameters regarding what’s possible and then create a CBA within those parameters; use 

parameters to guide small group work and avoid creating a “Frankenstein” project. 
 

THEME 2: HOW DO WE DO OUR WORK TOGETHER AND GROUP DYNAMICS? WHAT IS THE FEEDBACK LOOP? 
Main Concerns: 

• Would like a SC consensus on priorities 
• Technical knowledge is an issue with varying levels 
• How to properly utilize the expertise in the room for the greatest benefit to the project 
• Feel as if input is being pushed back (ex: environmental issues) 
• Appearance of a zero sum game with environmental/conservation and DEI 

 
Main Recommendations/Comments: 

• Groups seem to really like the smaller groups with the staff and consultants (more engaging, allow for all voices 
to be heard, helps humanize Prosper Portland staff, can build trust faster, etc.) 

• Continue to: introduce non-Steering Committee attendees in the room to “break the wall”; provide feedback to 
members on how their input was used in the process including why their feedback was not incorporated 

• Would like a more even distribution of voices heard 
• Glossary of technical terms (including DEI and other development planning terms) 
• Understanding of the “norms” or shared practices of the group 
• Getting to know each other better and who is in the room  
• Appreciate receiving materials in advance, opportunities to share in small groups/pairs, appreciate Zeke 

“checking on the temperature of the room” as discussions progress 
 

THEME 3: ROLE/AUTHORITY OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE WITHIN LARGER PROCESSES; HOW DOES MY INPUT 
INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME? 



Main Concerns: 
• Concerned about the tradeoffs; won’t be able to address ALL issues in the room  
• The purpose of the Committee is not clear 
• Concerned that the Committee will not make a difference and their efforts are futile 

 
Main Recommendations/Comments 

• Clarify Steering Committee’s role and their level of influence 



MEETING ATTENDEES 
  



Steering Committee 
November 28, 2017

Last Name First Name Organization Present
1 Andrews Sona PSU X
2 Bealer Andre NAMC-Oregon; MCIP X
3 Block Greg  Sustainable Northwest
4 Brennan Emma Oregon Tradeswomen X
5 Devendorf George Transition Projects X
6 Dysert David Peral District Neighborhood Association X
7 Friesen-Strang Elaine AARP
8 Galster George X
9 Genasci Donald University of Oregon

10 Gonzalez Jose Miracle Theatre Group
11 Haines Kelly Worksystems Inc. X
12 Haynes Marion Portland Business Alliance X
13 Hipolito Alan Verde X
14 Houck Mike Urban Green Spaces Institute X
15 Hwang Duncan APANO
16 Kadish Nathan Ecotrust X
17 Kaylor Christian Oregon Employment Department
18 Kransky Gerik The Street Trust
19 Le Khanh Main Street Alliance alternate



Steering Committee 
November 28, 2017

Last Name First Name Organization Present
20 Leach Elizabeth Leach Gallery
21 Lee Neil CCBA / LEEKA X
22 Lumley Paul NAYA
23 McIlvaine Leigh Mercy Corps Northwest
24 Myers Willy Prosper Portland / Columbia Pacific Building Trades X
25 Oxley Chris Portland Trail Blazers
26 Paulson James JMPDX LLC / Worksystems Inc. Board
27 Potter MaryAnn Hispanic Chamber
28 Rappaport Nicole IUOE, Local 701
29 Rosenberg Robin Wieden & Kennedy
30 Satterfield Vivian OPAL Environmental Justice Oregon X
31 Saul Amanda X
32 Sherman Jill Gerding Edlen
33 Simer Jeremy SEIU Local 49 X
34 Smith Zeke United Way X
35 Stevenson Sarah Innovative Housing, Inc. X
36 Sunderland Perez Veronica Latino Network
37 Szporluk Michael self-employed
38 Turoczy Rick PIE



Steering Committee 
November 28, 2017

Last Name First Name Organization Present
39 Tuski Don Pacific Northwest College of Art X
40 Uhlig Alicia Daniels International Living Future Institute X
41 Williams Ian Deadstock

Other Attendees

Sallinger Bob Audubon X
Hill Edward EcoDistricts X



MEETING HANDOUTS 



 

Broadway Corridor Steering Committee – next 6 months 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

November 28 January 23 February 27 March 27 April 24 May 22 

 Final RFQ and 
communications 
protocol 

 Debrief process to-
date 

 Team building; 
who’s in the room 

 Celebrate 

 Next Steps 

 HR&A: Development 
101 training;  
balancing financial 
and community 
benefit objectives  

 Questions for short-
listed respondent 
presentations 

 Public forum with 
short-listed 
respondents; input 
on alignment with 
Guiding Principles 
and Project Goals 

 Nolan & Jahmese: 
Orientation to 
development 
planning and CBA 
process 

 Public Engagement 
Strategy 

 Union Station and 
multi-modal 
transportation  

 Climate Action Plan 
and  priorities for 
project outcomes  

 Kick-off 
Development 
Planning Phase  
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